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however, was not the only voice capable of conveying allusive meaning.
Until now studies of chanson citations in Masses have commonly examined either cantus firmus usage in tenor Masses or the citation of several voices in parody Masses. But, as I will argue, fifteenth-century Mass composers also used the contrapuntal voices to allude to chansons unrelated to the chanson present in the cantus firmus or parody voices, and they did so in a way that differs from contrapuntal citations found in polyphonic compositions of earlier centuries. The primary function of this practice was evidently to create rhetorically appropriate textual allusions.
By implication this argument contradicts the view that French and Flemish composers were, as products of a northern scholastic environment, inherently insensitive to the aims and methods of Italian humanists. This is the contention of two valuable and influential studies, one that examined Italian humanists who dealt seriously with music (and also with the absence of musical discussions by most humanists), and the other, music theorists who were also humanists.8 My disagreement with their conclusions has in the first case to do with the assumption that the few humanists who wrote negatively about polyphony (and very often contemporary expressions of any kind) can be understood as typical of humanists in general; and in the second, with the privileging of music theory at the expense of the actual polyphony, with the assumption that music theorists with a humanistic bent would have described the ways in which polyphony written by northern composers applied classical rhetorical techniques. Both studies give the impression that there was one humanistic point of view, overlooking very substantial differences of opinion among humanists, differences that are pertinent for the relationship of humanism to polyphony, whether northern or Italian. The conflicts between humanists in the fifteenth century were extensive, not simply in arguing the merits of Cicero as opposed to Quintillian, or whether it was better to imitate one stylistic model or several, but on fundamental questions such as the relative merits of the present and the past, and whether or not philosophy and rhetoric could benefit from each other.9
The first few preliminary examples of Mass movements that contain quotations seek to establish that the counterpoint in Mass movements occasionally bears striking resemblances to the opening motives of chansons. Although in some cases the allusive meaning seems clear, the question of textual interpretation will be raised in later examples. Examples 3 and 4 juxtapose chanson beginnings with "Moro perche non day fede" alongside the Kyrie 2 of his Missa Ayo visto lo mappamundo (I will return to the obvious similarity of Examples 3 and 4)."
Examples 5 and 6 cite several voices from two sections of a Credo composed by the little-known Seraphinus and copied in Naples during the i480s. The Credo, which has attracted attention because of its unusual sectional structure, quotes at "Et incarnatus" from the chanson "Fortune par ta crualt6" by Vincenet, another composer associated with Naples." The beginning of the chanson appears in Example 5a; it is then transposed in Example 5b, so that it might be compared easily to the Et incarnatus in Example 5c. Seraphinus incorporates material from all three voices of the chanson. Examples 5d and 5e are internal phrases of each work. In Example 6 the "Et ex patre" section of this same Credo is compared to another Mass movement, the Benedictus of the Missaje suis en la mer by Faugues. In this case the top two voices are switched. I have marked the exchanged voices motive "a" and motive "c." At the end of each example comes motive "b." While Seraphinus seems to quote Faugues, they both appear to cite the chanson by Busnois, "Quand ce viendra," shown in Example 6c.
The following examples suggest that this type of melodic reference created meaningful textual allusions. The examples progress from individual allusions, to Masses that quote from more than one phrase of a chanson, to chansons or chants that are cited in more than one Mass. In proposing interpretations of the allusions, it is useful to distinguish at The added text and also the length of Josquin's quotation makes it far more recognizable than the allusions proposed in Examples 3 and 4, involving Masses by Faugues and Cornago and chansons by Caron (or Busnois) and Cornago. Because the motives in those examples have marked similarities to each other, it is easy to question the presence of a purposeful citation rather than merely a coincidental resemblance. As a result, Examples 3 and 4 touch on several basic issues, foremost among them the notion of a distinctive motive. The more one looks for motives which could be considered distinctive, the more inescapable the conclusion that there is no such thing as a motive which is by itself unique or even rare. Yet, paradoxically, this motivic commonality is necessarily a precondition for motivic allusions. The motives presented above become more or less distinctive through their contrapuntal-harmonic settings, their rhythmic contours, and their textual associations.
The exactitude of motivic details probably matters more to students of this music today than it would to singers or musically literate listeners of the time. There are at least four separate criteria for evaluating the possible existence of an allusive quotation: (i) the length and distinctive profile of a quotation (regarding the question of what length is sufficient to constitute an allusion or quotation, the short entries of quodlibets-sometimes not more than four notes-are relevant); (2) the degree of a match between texts (whether sacred and secular, sacred and sacred, or secular and secular); (3) the popularity of the source (not relevant when the Mass and chanson are by the same composer); and (4) the chronological and geographical proximity of the chanson and Mass and their composers.
Where there is a strong resonance between two texts, the dependence traditionally placed on a well-defined motive diminishes. That is as valid in Examples 4, 8, and ii as it is in Examples I and 2. Similarly, the popularity of a chanson-assessed chiefly by what is known of its dissemination, but also by the number of compositions that can be shown to quote from it-is important. In that respect, the eight widely distributed sources for Busnois' "Quant ce viendra," cited in Example 6, are a far more credible demonstration of popularity than is the single source of "Quant james aultre bien n'auroye" (Pavia 362), cited in Example 8. And the brevity and common character of the motives in Example 4 are offset by the fact that Cornago composed both the chanson and the Mass. In sum, the potential sources of allusive motives for a composer are no different from the traditional sources of motives for a cantus firmus or parody Mass; namely the chansons or motets by the same composer, those of a close contemporary, or those that were widely distributed.
These criteria lead directly to questions about the audience for an allusion. By its very commonality, Cornago's motive from "Moro perch6 non day fede" (Example 4) forces the questions: is this an allusion that a patron could be expected to recognize? members of the court who may have heard the chanson sung at dinner the night before? the fellow singers? In cases of multiple allusions such as that in Example 14, or in the instance of the so-called "second tune" of L'homme arme' Masses, there is evidence that one or more composers recognized the allusion of a colleague. 7 But more often than not these questions will be unanswerable. Although many allusions were doubtless easily appreciated, it would be wrong to look only to widely circulated chansons as sources for possible allusions. Quotations and allusions could also have been a relatively private affair, much as the allusions one humanist might include in a letter to another. This musical practice has clear parallels with the rhetorical thought of humanists from the late fourteenth into the sixteenth centuries. Particularly for ecclesiastical humanists-whether active in the international milieu of the papal court or at a northern university or court-there was a marked tendency to seek an accommodation between the conflicting interests of humanists and those of Medieval theologians and scholastic philosophers. Among those who took the lead in arguing that the scholastic realms of dialectic and philosophy should function in the language of the age was Lorenzo Valla. Taking his cue from Quintillian and Cicero, Valla maintained that "philoso-phy and dialectic do not usually, nor should they, depart from the most frequent usage in speaking the path . . . beaten by the masses and sturdily paved."'8 The humanist secretary Giovanni Pontano subsequently expressed the same view in his Aegidius: "We must discuss divine matters with the same words we employ in talking and reasoning about human affairs."•9
The rhetorical impulse to discuss divine matters in the popular language led painters to portray biblical stories with modern images, peopling their frescoes with contemporary figures dressed in the latest fashions; and it caused composers to base their Masses on chansons. 3o This practice did not so much "sanctify" worldly affairs, as Panofsky claimed for art and Michael Long for music,3' as the reverse: by using earthly means to describe otherworldly matters, the descriptions became more immediate, more understandable, more persuasive. The poet may not be aware of reminiscences, and he may hope that his imitations escape his public's notice; but allusions do not produce the desired effect if the reader does not clearly remember the text to which they refer.49
For composers about whom little is known, this type of study offers the potential to show relationships between two or more composers; to identify groups of composers based on the configurations of their counterpoint; to understand something of the way fifteenth-century musicians (and possibly their patrons) interpreted the texts of the Mass; and to know something that art historians have known for some time: that contemporary images were used to give ancient texts an emotional immediacy. Studies of allusions in Masses may identify an evolving vocabulary of imagery and ideas, a vocabulary that composers and patrons conceivably shared. Patrons would in this manner have had the means to make prescriptive requests (as they did to artists in their employ) about imagery and content; and composers would have been able to explain the ingenuity with which they had constructed a particular allusion. A polyphonic setting of a popular song or chant was not simply a means of presenting earlier material in a high musical style, but a way to convey familiar melodic and textual ideas in new, pleasurable, and instructive combinations.
The cultural background of polyphonic Masses extends to a multiplicity of texts, sacred and profane, Latin and vernacular; and it encompasses contrapuntal techniques honed in northern cathedrals and rhetorical skills shaped in both northern and Italian intellectual circles. The study of music in the fifteenth century-like that of philosophy, theology, jurisprudence or any of several other areasshould examine how humanistic pursuits changed the traditional possibilities for thought and expression. Just as biblical studies benefitted from philological techniques that had developed in the effort to improve and interpret the available texts of Cicero, sacred polyphony gained from rhetorical modes of expression that were tested in civic oratory. In the service of Christian worship, the pursuit
